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RSG technology solutions, providing excellence in technology 
contracting since 2015.

RSG is an information technology, communication, gaming and 
stadium solutions provider company. Our headquarters are in 

Arabia.

ABOUT US



With our extensive experience, we develop a 
spectrum of solutions for organizations across the 
business industry.

From business intelligence, resource planning, 
cybersecurity, IT services and media production, to 
gaming and stadium solutions, RSG is able to tailor a 
full package to meet the organizational needs.



providing the best services and solutions for 
private and public sectors.

To become a global leader in customized 
technological and entertainment solutions.

RSG has been providing excellence in 
technology contracting since 2015.

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION



OUR CORE VALUES

Innovation

Accountability

Dedication

Client Satisfaction

Integrity

Teamwork

Quality

Diversity
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Our Gaming services provide a diverse range of experiences for gamers and 
enthusiasts of all ages. Whether you’re looking for a realistic simulator game, 
an immersive VR experience, a classic console game, or a fun outdoor or 
indoor game, we have something for everyone.

Our simulator games offer realistic simulations of various activities & sports. 
With advanced technology and high-quality graphics, you can immerse 
yourself in a virtual world and experience the thrill of these activities without 
leaving your home. And on the contrary, if you are looking for outdoor 
activities, our outdoor gaming service offers a fun and exciting way to get 
some exercise and fresh air.

RSG GAMING TECHNOLOGIES





Simulator
Games

VR
Games

Indoor
Games

Fitness
VR

Electronic
Games

Outdoor Physical
Games

Customized
Games
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OUR GAMING PORTFOLIO





RSG provides the most advanced car 
simulators available for home as well as 
professional use.
Several high-end models are available 
that suit your needs.

Whether for home or commercial use, 
our baseball simulator is a fantastic way 
to enjoy the classic sport indoors 
whatever the  weather.
Turn any room in your home into an  
ultimate interactive experience that 
can be  enjoyed all year round.

BASEBALL SIMULATOR

CAR SIMULATOR

Our simulator allows for motorcyclists 
to train with their bike. It provides fun 
and training in complete safety.
You can learn to drive your bike on 
every circuit in the world in a unique 
training experience.

MOTORCYCLE SIMULATOR



Our home golf simulators allow you to  
practice and play a full round without 
ever leaving your house. 

GOLF SIMULATOR

RSG provides a high end simulator that 

simulator is safe and quiet and is 
popular among ski teams, ski schools 
and ski clubs.

SKI SIMULATOR

and  conditions.

airports all around the  world.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR





RC on road is synonymous with exciting duels,  
common fascination with speed and spectacular  
cars.
Professional Tracks designed and  implemented 
to experience the full force of the  RC onroad 
cars. Customized cars can also be  made like 
Disney Pixar Cars 3.

RC ON ROAD TRACK

At RSG we are proud to provide the best and  
safest high end shooting ranges. Whether indoor  
or outdoor, we provide all the necessary material  

We also provide equipment for gun shooting as 
well as  skeet shooting.

SHOOTING RANGE

RC off road is as well exhilarating, with speed, 
spectacular tracks and cars. Professional Tracks 
planned and applied to experience the full force 
of the RC off road cars. Customized cars can be 
made based on client's personal taste.

RC OFF ROAD TRACK



At RSG we build custom athletic courts 
for indoor and outdoor sports for all 
levels of play, from recreational to 
professional.
We provide custom court designs to 
meet the unique needs and desires of 
our clients'  personality and style, using 
durable, high-performance courts that 
start with the most innovative court 

BASKETBALL

RSG designs and construct world class 
Paintball courses to various clients 
including sports clubs and private 
properties as well as their maintenance 
and refurbishment. We offer multiple 
weapons such as grenades, shotgun, 
machine guns… etc.

PAINTBALL

Our circuits are designed to CIK 
standards  allowing for the safe use of 
all types of racing  and leisure karts. 

GO KARTING



Regardless of the type of crossbow archery 
that  you may prefer, one thing for sure is that 
they are a great and wonderful way of having 
fun. RSG provides its customers with  world 
class archery and crossbow bow equipment, 
professional targets, high end crossbow and 
arrows.

ARCHERY / CROSS BOW

RSG designs and build tennis courts to various 
clients including sports clubs and private 
properties. RSG also provides maintenance 
and refurbishment.

TENNIS

Depending on the area available our design  

using the best and the safest material 
available, to provide you with the greatest and 
most entertaining experience.

VOLLEYBALL





A human-to-digital interface designed 
in the  form of a full-body XR suit. 
Three integrated  systems include 
haptics, motion capture and biometry, 
to provide realistic immersion and  
accelerate mastery.

SMART CLOTHING

Two options are available for this special  
type of virtual reality. 
Motorized cables with head mount 
display, and robotic arm with cabin and 
screen, both provide you with a high 
level of virtual reality experience.

MECHANICALLY ADVANCED VR

Unlike traditional user interfaces, VR 
places the user inside an experience. 
Instead of viewing a screen in front of 
them, users are immersed and able to 
interact with 3D worlds. 
We provide the top high end and 
wireless gear available now.

VIRTUAL REALITY GEAR



Our immersive VR rides allows users to  

the real  world, view ultrarealistic ocean 
VR Adventure,  6D of motion platform 
along with winds,  sounds, scents and 
interactive effects.

IMMERSIVE VR RIDES

Fully immersive platforms deliver 
incredible  virtual reality content, with 
stunning wrap around sound and 
multi-directional movement.

to set up and can be branded.

IMMERSIVE PODS

RSG provides its clients with their own 
choice  of theme park VR robots such as 
a Robo  Coaster or Dances with Robots, 
as well as  themed rides such as Harry 
Potter and the  forbidden journey.

THEME PARK VR ROBOTS





Omni Treadmill merges workout with 
the gaming into immersive reality  
creating an outstanding VR experience, 
where players have to physically run 
and interact with the game, making it a 
great exercising  machine.

OMNI VR

Our package includes walk VR 

accessories for the controllers station 
operation center and PC with VR  
Headset.

KAT WALK VR

It offers a broad range of entertaining 
and highly effective exercises and 
games to build smart muscles, improve 
balance and  endurance.

ICAROS

Free spin is cycling with over 20 tracks 
using VR Headsets including,  Dynamic 
Damping, Omron Rotation Sensor, 
Simulation Control System, Modular 
Integration.

BICYCLE SIMULATOR







Play Station XBOX

Gaming
Workstation

Laser Tag Arcade Games





Our variety of high quality low 
maintenance table  games include 
pool tables, air hockey tables, foosball 
tables, and table tennis.

statisfying our customers with its low 
maintenance and high  quality materials 
for more than seven years.
Most of our lanes are custom built to 
client's orders.

BOWLING

Nearly all of our arcade games tend to 
be treated as games of skill, challenging 
the player against the pre-set 
programming of the game with the 
latest technologies and a wide array to 
choose from.

ARCADE

TABLE GAMES



The classic dart game with the wooden 
case is a great addition to any game 
room. 
Our products  are of professional quality 
and recommended by professional 
athletes.

DARTS

We are committed to building the best 
and most serviceable squash courts 
and padel courts for private and public 
facilities. We provide our clients with 
top-of-the-line and highest quality court 
installation.

SQUASH

Try to ballance yourself on a wild bull 
with RSG's mechanical bull. Made of 
high quality steel and top of the line 
electronics, our rodeo bull is a great way 
to challenge friends in a funny and 
entertaining way.

RODEO





Our roller coasters are designed and 
built to the highest quality and safety 
standards in our industry and offer a 
high marketability. A comprehensive 
portfolio of family and thrill coasters, 
suspended or sit-down, with lift or 
launch, are all available on demand.

RSG's design team is ready to 
customize your water park to create a 
wonderful and magical experience for 
you and your friends. You can add 
anything from a spaceship to a 
dinosaur and make your waterpark a 
distinctive and memorable destination.

CUSTOMIZED WATER PARKS

CUSTOMIZED THEME PARKS



We can make a customized escape 
room based on your idea. If you have a 
story in mind, we can transform it into a 
reality. Turnkey rooms with professional 
decorations and high-tech engineering 
as well as custom tech props and 
high-tech integrated room designs.

CUSTOMIZED ESCAPE ROOMS



OUR DESIGN PORTFOLIO
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DESIGN SERVICES



MANCAVE

GAMING CENTER



HANGAR  

OUTDOOR SHOOTING RANGE





SUPPORT SERVICES

The technical support at RSG is an essential part of our services, in order to better serve our 
clients. We provide our assistance though different channels of communication ranging  from 
phone to email, remote and on-site support. We cover up to four levels of supports:

 Level 1: Initial support level responsible for basic customer issues.

 Level 2: A more in-depth  technical support level where our technical experienced    
 engineers offer their expertise on a particular product or service.

 problems. Our highly skilled product specialists will assist in problem resolution.

 Level 4: Outside support for problems not supported by our company. With our    
 contractual support for some products offered by RSG, we forward the requests to   
 concerned companies and  monitor solution implementation.

In addition to our maintenance services, we provide adequate training to our clients’ staff
on operating and safeguarding the games’ equipment, venues, software and hardware.

Support & Maintenance Services



diagnose, repair and maintain the gaming equipment, machinery, and facilities.
Our maintenance services include routine maintenance tasks such as inspection, cleaning, 

 
Support & Maintenance Services provided by RSG  include:
 
 Conducting routine maintenance on equipment
 Troubleshooting equipment problems
 Repairing or replacing faulty components
 Performing tests and inspections to ensure equipment is functioning properly
 Keeping accurate records of maintenance activities
 Providing training to clients’ staff on equipment maintenance and safety procedures
 
Overall, maintenance services and technicians are essential for keeping equipment and facilities 

equipment failure.

SUPPORT SERVICES
Support & Maintenance Services
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